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Abstrat
A simple, syntati algorithm for abstrating numeri onstraints for groundness
analysis is presented and proved orret. The tehnique uses neither projetion nor
temporary variables, and plugs a gap in the abstrat interpretation literature.
Key words: Abstrat interpretation; Compilers; Constraint programming.
1 Introdution
Groundness analysis is an important theme of logi programming and ab-
strat interpretation. Groundness analyses identify those program variables
whih at run time will be bound to terms that ontain no variables (ground
terms) [1,3℄. For onstraint languages, like CLP(R) [7℄, an analogous problem
is deduing whih variables are denite, that is, ompletely xed by the store
[2,4,5℄. Groundness and deniteness are strongly related, and groundness is
often used for both onepts.
Little has been written about how to abstrat numeri onstraints, that is,
taking a numeri onstraint as input and omputing as output a Boolean
formula that aurately desribes the grounding behaviour of the onstraint.
For example, [4,5℄ just give some example groundness abstrations in a ta-
ble; no algorithm for alulating an abstration for an arbitrary onstraint is
desribed. In addition, [2℄ also explains the ro^le of temporary variables and
projetion in abstration. The proedure is as follows: rst, a numeri on-
straint, for instane, w = x + y  z, is written in three-variable form, for
example, w = x + v; v = y  z, where v is a fresh, temporary variable. Se-
ond, table lookup is used to map three-variable forms to Boolean formulae,
1
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for example w = x + v and v = y  z map to f
1
= (w  (x ^ v)) ^ (x  
(w ^ v)) ^ (v  (w ^ x)) and f
2
= (v  (y ^ z)). The grounding behaviour










) = (w (x ^ y ^ z)) ^ (x (w ^ y ^ z)).
The third step an be omitted but this typially only defers projetion. Fur-
thermore, retaining the temporary variables an degrade the time and spae
eÆieny of many the representations of Boolean funtions [1,3,5,6,8,9℄ that
have been proposed for groundness analysis. Projetion is partiularly inon-
venient for the analysis of [6℄ beause variable elimination is not required
elsewhere in the analysis. This paper addresses these problems by presenting
a simple, syntati algorithm for abstrating numeri onstraints that neither
uses projetion nor introdues temporary variables. The algorithm gives ab-
strations whih are guaranteed to be at least as preise as those given using
the three variable form method.
The paper is organised as follows: Setion 2 presents a semantis for (non-
Herbrand) CLP(R) onstraints. Abstration is also formalised. Setion 3 de-
tails three-variable form. Setion 4 explains how abstration an be reast as
the problem of reognising those variables in a numeri onstraint whih will
take a unique value when the others are grounded. Setion 5 onludes.
2 Abstrat Interpretation
2.1 Conrete Domain
Let R denote the real numbers and let 
N
denote the set of funtor symbols
of CLP(R) [7℄, f+, , =,  , abs, aros, arsin, os, max, min, pow, sing,
where   is unary minus. (Binary subtration x   y abbreviates x + ( y),
thus is not modeled diretly). Let ? =2 R denote a speial symbol reserved
for error handling and let V denote a denumerable set of variables. Let X
?






=  [ V . Let T and T
V
denote
the (ground) and (non-ground) terms generated from  and 
V
respetively.
A valuation is a total map,  : V ! R
?
, and the set of valuations is denoted
	. Let D be an interpretation of the symbols of . D(d) = d for all d 2 R
?
.
Eah symbol f 2 
N
















2 R to their sum,
otherwise, if either d
1
= ? or d
2
= ?, it maps to ?. The other symbols
in 
N
are interpreted in the usual way, exept in the following three ases:
(d=0) = ? for every d 2 R
?
, arsin(d) = ? i :( 1  d  1); aros(d) =
? i :( 1  d  1). Let  denote the set of binary onstraint symbols
2

















in the obvious way. Let C denote the
set of onstraints generated by T
V
and , whih is losed under onjuntion
(^), existential quantiation (9) and renaming (). A valuation,  , naturally
extends to terms and onstraints using the interpretation D. Entailment of




i 8 2 	: (
1
) )  (
2
). Equivalene,












. hC=; j=;^i is a (bounded) meet
semi-lattie with the bottom and top elements false and true, where j= and ^
are lifted to equivalene lasses of onstraints. Let P(X) denote the powerset
of X. For the purposes of abstrat interpretation, the onrete domain is taken
to be the lattie hP(C=);;[;\i.
In ommon with many onstraint solvers, the solver of CLP(R) [7℄ is partial in
the sense that it an only detet the satisability/unsatisability of onstraints
that beome linear. To model this, let L denote the set of linear onstraints,
















 d 2 L.
L is losed under onjuntion, existential quantiation and renaming. The
transition system (  (L  C)
2



























(where I is a possibly empty index set). For example, htrue; (y = xsin(z)^z =
=2)i ( h2  z = ; y = x  sin(z)i ( h(x = y ^ 2  z = ); truei. Let (
?
abbreviate zero or more( transitions. The transition system( is onuent




















. Let f : L ! L be a map suh that f() = f(
0
) i   
0
. This











This is neessary to formulate abstration as a mapping. Let C
=
denote those
 2 C of form (t = t
0







var(o) denote the (free) variables in syntati objet o and let mvar(o) denote
the variable ourrenes in syntati objet o (as a multiset), for example,
mvar(f(u; v; v)) = fu; v; vg. Let M
#
denote the set of singularly ourring




Groundness and groundness dependenies are often represented by Boolean
funtions [1,3℄. Let X denote a nite set of variables, and let Bool
X
denote the
set of Boolean formulae overX. Eah f 2 Bool
X
represents an jXj-ary Boolean
funtion, so funtion and formula are used interhangeably. The formula ^Y
is sometimes written Y . A Boolean funtion f is positive i X j= f . Let
Pos
X
denote the set of positive Boolean funtions over X, augmented with
the logial onstant false. hPos
X
; j=;_;^i is a omplete lattie { the abstrat
domain. 9fy
1








2.3 Abstration and Conretisation




!P(C=), details how formulae represent







2 C : ( ^ 
0









is given by assign
X
() = Y^(^f:y j y 2 X n Y g)











, is dened by 
X
(C) = ^ff 2 Pos
X














form a Galois insertion.
Proof. By the denition of 
X
, there is a Galois onnetion. To show that it
is an insertion, it is suÆient to demonstrate that 
X













. Then there exists g = X
1
^ (^f:xjx 2 X
2
g),








= ;, suh that (without loss of generality)
g j= f
1
, but g 6j= f
2

























3 Computing Abstrations With Projetion









()) for arbitrary f 2 Pos
X
( 2 C). This motivates the
translation of a onstraint into three-variable form.
Denition 2   C
2
is the least binary relation suh that:
(1) ( ^ t = t
0
)  ( ^ x = t ^ x = t
0
) if t 62 V [ R, t
0
62 V [ R and
x 62 var( ^ t = t
0
);
(2) ( ^ t = t
0
)  ( ^ t = t
00
^ y = t
i

















62 V [ R, and y 62 var( ^ t = t
0
);
(3) ( ^ t = t
0
) ( ^ t
0
= t) if t 62 V [ R and t
0
2 V [ R.
Proposition 3  nitely terminates.
Example 4 (x = ((sin(y)=2)  z) + 7) (x = u+ 7 ^ u = (sin(y)=2)  z) 

























































































































(x; y; z) = (x (y^z))^ (y  (x^z)) and f
2
(x; y; z) = f
1
(x; y; z)^ (z  (x^y))
A onstraint  2 C is said to be in three-variable form i  6 . Let 
?
abbrevi-
ate zero or more redutions. This leads to the following abstration tehnique:












j= false then 
tvf
X

































































i an be performed using CLP(R) mahinery [7℄.
Table 1 denes 
tbl
X



















































































() for all  2 C.





(), where  is in three-




and var()  X.
Proof. Safety is demonstrated only for the ase x = y  z; other ases may be
treated similarly. Let fx; y; zg  X. Assume, for the sake of a ontradition,
that there exists 
0
2 C suh that assign
X
(x = y  z ^ 
0
















j= (y = d
1

































(x   y  (1=x) = 0) = true and 
X
(x  
y  (1=x)) = (y  x). Moreover, it should be noted that the table does not
aurately desribe the grounding behaviour of some unusual (and spei)
onstraints in three-variable form. For example, 
X




(x = min(y; y)) = x  y. In pratie it is expeted that suh
onstraints will not our, however, the table ould be extended to inlude
these extra ases.
4 Computing Abstrations Without Projetion
Abstration may be reast as the problem of reognising those variables in
a onstraint whih will take a unique value when the other variables in the
expression are grounded. This is ahieved preisely by the map det

. The
approah is formulated in terms of approximations to det

, and is at least as
aurate as the three-variable form method.




! P(V ) is given by x 2 det

() i 8 :
var() n fxg ! R:9!d 2 R
?
:()  (x = d).
An abstration map ould be dened in terms of det

. However, omputing
this may require non-trivial symboli manipulation of . For example, det

(x =
y  (1=z)) = fx; yg requires the reognition that y  (1=z)  y=z. To build an
abstration map in terms of a simple pattern reogniser (together with ()
det

is approximated by a lass of maps Det .
Denition 8 Det is the least set of maps det : C
=




safety: det()  det

();





preision 2: if y 2 det(x = t) and y =2 var(t
0
), then y 2 det(t = t
0
);








= (t = f(t
1
; :::; y; :::; t
n
)),
with y =2 var(), if y 2 det(
0




)  det() and
det(
0
) n var(y = t
i
)  det() .
The onditions in denition 8 relate to the abstration map in the following












() for a non-ompound three-variable onstraint
 and the ompositionality properties of preision 2 and preision 3 (with


















It is demonstrated that x 2 det

(). Sine y 2 det

() and x 62 var(
0
), and
given  : var() n fxg ! R, it an be seen that there is a unique d 2 R suh
that (
0
)  (y = d). Put 
0





















; :::; y; :::; t
n








 x = d
0





Hene x 2 det

(). Similarly, the seond ondition holds. 2
An abstration map, parameterised by det, an now be dened.












j= false then 
det
X















































(v  (var() n fvg)) otherwise









Proof. The rst entailment is established by demonstrating the any Boolean
formula that is entailed by 
det
X
is also entailed by 
X
. The seond entailment




abstration is not stronger than that of the previous onstraint.






() for  in the lookup table.


















































. Then there exists f
x
= x  Y , where x 2 det(
i
) and Y =
var(
i


































j= (y = e); indeed, it may be assumed
that 8y 2 Y:9e 2 R:
000






























j= (x = e
0



















^ ::: ^ 
n















= (t = f(t
1
; : : : ; t
n










) j= (x  Y ), where x =2 Y . By inspetion of Table


















(x Y ). Let  : var(
00
) n fxg ! R and put 
000






























j= (x = e), in whih















preision 1, x 2 det(
00
). By inspetion of Table 1, Y = var(
00



















































































u (var(x = t
0
) n fug))) = f




(v  var(t = t
0
) n fvg) j=
(y  Y ), suppose, without loss of generality, y 2 det(x = t
0
). Sine
x 2 det(x = t
0
), y =2 var(x = t
0





























; :::; y; :::; t
n
































u (var(y = t
i
) n fug)))
Using preision 3, the result an be established analogously to the previ-
ous ase.










= t), where t
0
2 R [ V and t =2 R [ V .
Immediate. 2
Next, a spei map in det
1
2 Det is desribed. The map syntatially iden-
ties those variables that our one in a numeri onstraint expression and
whih take a unique value when the variables are grounded.





















!M(V ) is given by (where d 2 R n f0g)
8
Table 2


















































































) if t =  t; t = d  t
0
; t = t
0








































































) if t = abs(t
0
); t = os(t
0







) if t = aros(t
0




































= fv; w; w; x;
x; x; y; y; zg
#




() = (v  w^x^y^z)^(z  v^w^x^y).
Example 15 Table 2 details the abstrations for various onstraints where
f
1








= x  w, f
6
=














. In pratie, ( is evaluated by posting the
onstraint to the store and then retrieving it. The net eet is to evaluate
ground terms and to group together like terms. For example, 2  x = os() 





































) shows that, in general,
systems of inequations need to be onsidered to ompute the best abstration.
Note that if a weaker ( were used, a stronger det ould be dened to give




This paper has desribed a simple algorithm for abstrating numeri on-
straints. This method does not introdue temporary variables, utilises avail-
able CLP(R) mahinery, and is at least as preise as the three-variable method.
Whilst other works have given preise denitions of abstration, they have not
addressed how to eÆiently ompute the map. This paper plugs this hole. The
algorithm an be easily implemented and has been used with the analyser in
[8℄. Future work will look at the more general ase of mixing Herbrand and
linear onstraints.
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